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The Parallelization and Optimization of the N-Body Problem using
OpenMP and OpenMPI
Abstract
The focus of this research is exploring the efficient ways we can implement the NBody problem. The N-Body
problem, in the field of physics, is a problem in which predicts or simulates the movements of planets and how
they interact with each other gravitationally. For this research, we are viewing if the simulation can execute
efficiently by delegating the heavy computational work through different cores of a CPU. The approach that is
being used to figure this out is by integrating the parallelization API OpenMP and the message-passing library
OpenMPI into the code. Rather than all the code executing on a single thread, the computational work should
be individually distributed based on the current nodes within the Barnes- Hut tree data. This research is an
alternative to not only simulations alone but for also bigger data (which may require more distribution on
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	The	OpenMPI	mapping	for	distributing	nodes	in	a	machine	with	8	cores	The	nodes	are	properly	distributed	depending	on	the	amount	of	processors	given.	To	get	to	the	additional	processes	assigned	to	the	area	on	the	quad-tree	a	simple	flag	is	checked	to	see	if	a	node	was	placed	in	there	recently	and	if	the	condition	is	fulfilled	it	sends	the	node	into	the	secondary	process	(e.g.:	process	5)	instead	of	the	primary	(e.g.:	process	1).		
Conclusion	
	OpenMP	and	OpenMPI	are	some	of	the	most	efficient	ways	we	can	produce	precise	and	fast	output	for	bigger	data	in	simulation.	Since	physics	and	astronomy	usually	deals	with	bigger	data	such	as	the	amount	of	nodes	used,	and	their	traits	such	as	mass	and	force,	there	is	a	demand	for	faster	solutions	to	simulations	such	as	parallelizing	the	work	with	OpenMP	or	properly	delegating	the	work	to	different	processes	through	OpenMPI.	Creating	faster	programs	has	been	a	endless	mission	in	computer	science	and	the	current	research	found	here	can	be	greatly	expanded	and	branched	out	to	many	other	solutions	through	other	programming	languages	and	other	conceptual	approaches	in	parallel	and	distributed	processing.	
